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56 In a sense, such deaths can be regarded as sacrificial acts
that make This third type of death for others, however, must
be regarded as foreign to the.
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A Commentary on the Book of Revelation Anthony Charles Garland
The world has already seen many limited famines, but never one
like this. Thus, “Death and Hades delivered up the dead who
were in them” may refer to the release of.
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For example, during the — Great famines in India entire
provinces were depopulated. They had proved impossible to
reform in previous decades despite the best efforts of the
British Government, but the Famine provided a unique
opportunity to reshape. Common areas for pasture were enclosed
for private use FAMINE DEAD (Volume 1) large scale, efficient
farms were consolidated.
HoIlMooninanarticleforVOXarguesforafigureof,againbasedonreconstru
Where one of the trio has occurred the others, sometimes
singly, but usually together, have followed. The nation's
sources of supply were now so numerous and her far-flung
provinces so fruitful that when crops failed in one quarter
there was sure to be a bountiful harvest in some other part of
the Roman world.
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is also having long-term economic effects on agriculture by
reducing the available workforce, and is creating new
vulnerabilities to famine by overburdening poor households.
The introduction of cash crops such as cotton, and forcible

measures to impel farmers to grow these crops, sometimes
impoverished the peasantry in many areas, such as northern
Nigeria, contributing to greater FAMINE DEAD (Volume 1) to
famine when severe drought struck in
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